WHAT’S IN A NAME?
The London Gazette is one of the official journals of record of the British government,
and the most important among such official journals in the United Kingdom, in which
certain statutory notices are required to be published. The notice below, abstracted
from page 2550 of THE LONDON GAZETTE of 6 JUNE, 1947, makes quite
remarkable reading:

Having read it and dismissed my initial thought that it must be a bizarre hoax of some
kind, I went back to Memoirs, only to find not a line, not a word, to refute it. For
though WG gives quite detailed information concerning his mother's family, the
Mawdsleys, that regarding his father's is frustratingly deficient; the word "Graham",
what's more, is never once mentioned. Hardly surprising, since the family name was
Grime.
WG was a keen tennis player in his youth: if you check the British Newspaper Archive
you'll find on page three of the Western Morning News of 23 August 1928 a column
headed "LAWN TENNIS" that records him playing under his birth name of Winston
Grime. His brother, a resident of Cornwall named in Memoirs only as Cecil, is also
referenced (as "Cecil Grime, Esq.") on page seven of The Cornishman of 18 January
1945 as a contributor to the Camborne-Redruth Hospital Appeal.
The man who married Jean Williamson in the summer of 1939 was Winston Grime.
Though no Winston Graham is listed in the 1943 Plymouth Area phone book,
Perranporth 2209 was the number of Winston Grime.
On the page below, further confirmation from the census of 2 April 1911, when young
Winston would have been 2 years and 9 months old. The form records him as 2 and his
parents Albert Henry (stated to be a "commercial traveller" in the "grocery" business)
and Annie1 - 13 years married - as 43 and 42 respectively. Other members of the household are Winston's brother Cecil, (12), Anne's sister Ellen Mawdsley, (39 - occupation:
"private means") and 23 year old domestic servant Ellen Moore.

This is the left hand half of the relevant page of the 1911 census of England
and Wales. The heading has been cut and pasted across so as to be fully
visible. Thanks to BF.
All this presumably explains why WG was unusually reticent about his date of birth because, until the 2nd day of June 1947, by which time Ross Poldark and Demelza
were already published, "Winston Graham" was but the pseudonym (his idea or his
publishers?) of Winston Grime. Perhaps we shouldn't be surprised that someone who
spent so much time productively re-imagining the past should start with his own. But
why be so coy about it? No word in Memoirs? After all, what's in a name?
*****
NOTE
1

The spelling of Winston's mother's name is not clear. He dedicates The
House With The Stained Glass Windows to "Ann" but in Memoirs writes
"Anne". On the census form above, his father records "Annie". Presumably
Anne is correct.

